Rohit Bassi help’s leaders, teams, and individuals in embracing conflicts, enriching
relationships, and tapping into their emotional wisdom. As a world-leading
speaker, trainer, and coach he helps you in mastering your communication to cultivate
and elevate success. He does this by applying courage, clarity, conviction, and
compassion through the mindfulness eightfold path. Thus, he helps you in sharpening
your mental and emotional states which require you to strengthen your mind.
The bottom line is when communication is not mindful, you sabotage work, business,
relationships thus life. Higher ability to speak and deep listening upgrades all aspects
of your life. You become more persuasive and influential, with greater ease eliminate
conflicts and listen without prejudice.
Rohit has helped clients achieve results such as winning deals that go into USD millions, improving influencing and persuasion
skills by more than 80% and kindle mindfulness to pass through adverse times.
WORKED WITH CLIENTS

RAVE REVIEWS
“Passionate, charming and most of all he speaks from the heart. He can move crowds so that the crowds can move mountains.”
Marcelly Suhali, VP of Sales, Walton International – Singapore
“He is awesome! An absolute star in his field and one of the very few legit individuals in the self-development industry. ” Talal
Ghandour, Managing Director, Bank of America Merrill Lynch – UAE
“A skilled presenter. He was able to identify with his audience well and communicate with them in their own language.” Tim
Forster, Head of UK Recruitment, PwC – UK
SPEAKING TOPICS
KINDLE MINDFULNESS - A near death experience left Rohit in a total state of
psychical, mental, and emotional vulnerability. How does one cope in such a helpless
and defenceless scenario? Courage, clarity, conviction, and compassion become your
foundation.
SPEAK IN FLOW - Maximize relationships, revenues, and results. You want people to
believe in you and in what you say? Then speak in flow leading to increasing your
power of persuasion and influencing.
WAVES OF LEADERSHIP - Earn respect, trust, and support. Are you demanding or
commanding? Courage is the first of human virtues because it makes all other virtues
possible. True leadership courage is about being antifragile and resilient.
REFLECTION LEADS TO PERFECTION - Connect, collaborate, and uplift
performance. Take ownership, take 100% responsibility of your inner and outer
communication without playing the blame game. Doing so creates trust, authenticity,
and dependability.
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